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Harvard graduate, said he began
working for the CIA in the 1970s and

served with the agency until his arrest in
2014. He spoke to reporters Monday as

he walked into federal court in
Worcester, Massachusetts, with his
hands cuffed. Outside court, Tiley's

defense attorney, Joshua Koskoff, said
his client was "a high-functioning adult

who made a lot of bad decisions."
Koskoff said the punishment will "affect
the remainder of his life and likely ruin
his career." Tiley was convicted in May

on charges including conspiring to
commit espionage and theft of classified

government property. The former CIA
employee was indicted in April 2014 by
a federal grand jury. Tiley worked at the
CIA from 1975 to 1984, then again from
1986 to 1992. He worked at the agency
in its communications department and
served as a case officer in the Soviet

Union, according to the Justice
Department. The jury convicted Tiley for
trying to transmit classified information
to China. Tiley's work on behalf of the
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CIA was discovered after a Chinese-
American graduate student, Wen Xu,
came across classified CIA documents
while doing research in the archives of

Cambridge, Massachusetts-based
Harvard University, according to the
Justice Department. The graduate

student reported his discovery to U.S.
law enforcement, according to the
Justice Department. That student

eventually testified against Tiley in
court. The graduate student, who was
not named in court documents, was

charged as a co-defendant in the case.
Prosecutors say he was a member of a
Chinese spy ring that targeted the CIA's

U2 spy plane program. The graduate
student worked as a spy for China from
2006 to 2012, according to prosecutors.

A three-week trial featured testimony
from two of the graduate student's

colleagues, former agency employees
and Xu. Shortly after the graduate
student's arrest, the CIA said in a

statement that "Mr
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